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Climate change needs collective action

• The causes and consequences of climate chance arise at different scales, it 
is a complex and interconnected issue. 

• People don’t change their behaviour if others are not doing the same.

• Climate change needs collective action – people choosing to work together 
to address climate change across scales in many ways. 
• Supporting and demanding greener governmental policies 
• Changing their lifestyles incl. consumer choices and even possibly their jobs in the 

long-run. 



Why have we found it so difficult 
to listen and act on the (climate) 
science?!



Listening to the (climate) science

• Listening to the science assumes that human beings process uncertain 
(statistical) information in a logical and analytical matter.

• Yet, decades of behavioural science research has shown: 
• The human brain relies on two qualitatively different processing systems: System 1 

(emotional, impulsive, automatic) and system 2 (analytical, rational, deliberative). 
• Attention is a limited resource. 

• Forging collective climate action rests on science communication – but 
statistics and facts don’t always persuade people. 



Can creative storytelling and narratives 
communicate the science?

• Narratives follow a particular structure that describes the cause-and-
effect relationships between events that take place over a particular 
time period that impact particular characters (Dahlstorm, 2014).

• Humans love stories, anecdotes, and narratives: context-dependent, 
easier to comprehend, more engaging and memorable.

• People already get their information from non-scientific and narrative 
style sources (mass media) where different stories compete for attention 
– not all true! 



Can creative storytelling and narratives 
change environmental policy preferences 
and behaviour?

Can linking human destruction of nature to COVID-19 
increase support for environmental and wildlife conservation 
policies?



Three narratives with three Covid -19 causes
Proximate cause: Animals / nature Distal cause: Humans Counter-narrative cause: Lab





We found…
• Animal+Human-Cause narratives increases support for pro-wildlife 

conservation policies – esp. bans.

• Why? Outrage effect (human vs. nature causes); Stronger feelings that 
firms and governments are responsible for mitigating extinction 
(responsibility attribution); and less familiar (more novel).

• Lab counter-narratives or omitting human-cause takes away the effect.





Ensuing lessons for effective stories…

• Focus on the present (we discount future risks).
• Current consequences of climate change: pandemics, migration, food security, flooding…

• Frame climate change as an intersectional, cross-sectoral issue (our decisions are 
influenced by the way information is presented).
• Not just an environmental issue: Health, economic, labour, racial and justice issue.

• Gains vs losses: improving health, future-proof employment, revitalising the economy “national 
reconstruction” post-Covid-19 disruption.

• Communicate where the weight of the evidence lies (we can weight opposing 
viewpoints equally). 
• Counter-narratives can wipe out effects. 



Challenges

• Which stories are impactful – while being true (and not too depressing)? How 
would you evaluate the impact? 

• Is there scope to match the story to the audience? How to diversity and broaden 
audiences? 

• Which modes are impactful – narrative, dialectical, interactive? Theatre, dance, 
illustrative and visual? 

• How to recognise and counter false narratives?



Thank you!


